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ABSTRACT  

 

Web Search is a program which will automatically traverse the web and try to obtain or 

extract the required data for indexing. As we all know that in present days there are many 

applications that run with the help of web search engine for gathering the specified information 

accurately. The web search engines are also termed with several other names like web spiders, 

web robots. As there was a lot of information available over web in the form of various web 

sites, the users try to gather the required information from the web with the help of keywords or 

surfing through URL. Now a day’s page ranking technique has become one of the prominent 

functions for identifying and judging the capability and importance of any web site over other 

websites that are hosted on internet. As the page ranking tells the importance of any web site by 

its rank or number of viewers count, it fails to achieve the privilege of each and every page 

individually that is available in that search web site. So in this proposed thesis  we for the first 

time implemented the web search program as a smart crawler application where the crawling of 

the pages is done not by the overall page rank(I.e. Overall  total page’s rank count visited by 

users),but the pages are crawled based on individual page count  of individual URL’s.As our 

proposed smart application is used to measure the individual page traffic accurately our 

application is mainly useful for Web–Masters for maintaining  the traffic of each and every web 

page in an very sophisticated manner. For this crawling we are using BFS algorithm as a search 

technique where once a page or URL is visited, it will not be displayed again on the search list. 

The main limitation of our proposed paper is, the user cant able to crawl the sites having SSL 

(Secure Socket Layer) protection as they were governed by security domains and hence it is not 

good to crawl those sites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A  Web Crawler is defined as a web robot or web spider  which will systematically 

browses the World Wide Web for the purpose of indexing the web.A web search engine uses the 

technique for updating their web site content or indices of  that web site based on the content that 

was available in that web site.Initailly when we use the web search program, it will try to copy 

all the pages they visit and keep the record of all pages in a buffer or separately so that for later 

processing by that search engine. Here as it will store all the pages separately it will try to give 

index for all the pages which are requested for downloading .Once the pages are provided with 

indexing, they can be easily downloaded and can search more efficiently [1].As we all know that 

web robots or crawlers always try to consume a lot of system resources they try to visit and 

already visited sites. There may be many issues that come into action at this point of view, when 

we try access or collect large web sites having many pages. There was several mechanisms exist 

in the public web sites for restricting the web robots not to be indexed among their pages [2]. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. REPRESENTS THE SAMPLE ARCHITECTURE OF A WEB 

CRAWLER ON A SAMPLE WEB SITE 

From the  above  figure 1, we can clearly identify that World Wide Web is the repository 
for all the data or information that was required for processing the tasks by the web users. As the 
web has a lot of information inside its storage area, it should have a capability to provide multi 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
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threaded downloader permission for downloading the files by various users periodically at the 
time of need [3]. Whenever a user is requested by an URL, it will first enter into the multi 
threaded downloader and from there all the requested URLs are passed into the queue. Once one 
URL is processed and its corresponding data or information is retrieved from the www storage 
area. Now the next subsequent URL based on the scheduler preference will come into active role 
for processing its task. In this way the world wide web is providing its support for accessing and 
downloading the information from the world wide web at the time of users need[4],[5]. 

A crawler application or a crawler tool initially starts with a URL from asset of URL to 

visit, this staring URL is also known as Seed URL.As the web crawler or web robot visit the 

initial URL, it will try to find out how many hyperlinks that are available for that corresponding 

URL.Once all the sub URLs like hyperlinks are identified they all are added into a list for 

crawling called as Frontier List. A frontier is a class which will be used for connecting the 

internet and search for user request and generate the requested data in the form of output to the 

end user [6],[7].. This frontier class is always visited recursively with a set of policies that are 

governed for that frontier. Generally the number of possible URLs to be crawled by the web 

search engine or by server-side software has also made it difficult for web crawlers to avoid 

retrieving duplicate content for the search keyword. There was many end-less collection or 

permutations that are available of HTTP GET (URL-based) parameters exist, of which only a 

small selection will actually return unique content rather than all the links [8].  

The potential power of web mining is illustrated by one study that used a computationally 
expensive technique in order to extract patterns from the web and was powerful enough to find 
information in individual web pages that the authors would not have been aware of .A second 
illustration is given by the search engine Google [9], which uses mathematical calculations on a 
big and large matrix in order to extract meaning from the link structure of the web. The 
development of an effective paradigm for a web-mining search  is, therefore, a task of some 
importance [10]. A web Search, robot or spider is a program or suite of programs that is capable 
of iteratively and automatically downloading web pages, extracting URLs from their HTML and 
fetching them. A web Search, for example, could be fed with the home page of a site and left to 
download the rest of it.  

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the related work that was carried out in order 

to design this proposed smart crawler application. Here in this section we will mainly discuss 

about the Google NORMAL page ranking and with our current page rank for the JNTUK 

website. Now let us discuss about these in details as follows: 

 

NORMAL PAGE RANKING 

Generally the normal page ranking will be calculated based on two ways like: 

1. Page Authority Based Ranking  (&)  

2. Domain Authority Based Ranking  

For example we can take an example of an education website like JNTU KAKINADA 

RESULTS Website, where if we check the page ranking for this site with domain name like 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplicate_content
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP
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EDU.IN.Now we can find the detailed score and ranking metrics of that web site both page 

authority and domain authority. 

 

FIGURE 2. DENOTES THE USER INTERFACE   FOR AN JNTUKRESULTS WEB SITE 

From the above figure 2, We need to enter the required search URL in the place of enter 

website URL address located at the top of the  given search area. Also we need to enter the 

captcha values correctly at the captcha  generation section. Now if the web site address is valid 

and if the captcha what we generate is also valid then we can able to perform the check operation 

on that specified URL,so that we can able to check both page authority and domain authority of 

that given web site. 

 

FIGURE 3.DENOTES THE GOOGLE PAGE AUTHORITY RANK FOR A                                  

JNTUK RESULTS WEB SITE. 
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From the  above figure 3, we can only observer the values like SEO Value ,how many 

external links are there for each and every web page ,URL age in terms of number of years that 

web site was established and created and finally the social shares that are done for that give 

appropriate web site. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. DENOTE THE GOOGLE DOMAIN AUTHORITY RANK FOR A                        

JNTUK RESULTS WEB SITE. 

From the above figure 4, we can only observer the values like SEO Value, how many 

external links are there for each and every web page,URL age in terms of number of years that 

web site was established and created and finally the social shares that are done for that give 

appropriate web site. From the two authorities, we came to a conclusion that value of SEOmoz is 

very high for page authority rather than for domain authority. 

 

Domain Authority  is one of the major metric in google page rank, which was developed 

by SEOMoz, to predict the ability of a website / domain to rank in search engines. Generally for 

Domain authority, it will be used a logarithmic scale from min value 0 to maximum value of 

100. A high Domain authority score means your complete website / all the pages on your domain 

have the potential to rank well in search engine results. 

 

Page Authority is also one of the best metric, which was developed by SEOMoz, to 

predict the ability for a specific page to rank in search engines. Generally for a Page Authority, it 
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will be used a logarithmic scale from min value 0 to maximum value of 100. A high Page 

authority score means your page has the potential to rank well in search engine results[11]-[13]. 

III. PROPOSED  BREADTH FIRST SEARCH ALGORITHM  

 
In this section we are going to discuss about the proposed Breadth First Search algorithm 

for implementing the search based on URLs.Here we use BFS because once a seed URL is given 

as input for the BFS Algorithm, the BFS algorithm try to search all the urls that are linked with 

the seed url.Once the urls are visited it will be marked that url status as visited and it willn’t 

traverse or crawl the url that is already visited. In other words it is defined as a list which will 

have the sorted URLS will be placed in the order of BFS Hierarchy where there will be no 

chance of repentance of visited URL to be replaced once again in between the searched URL’s. 

 

Normally the BFS Search Algorithm takes place in a four step process, which is 

explained in detail in this section.Initailly the root node or main URL is taken as the starting 

node & we will assign that URL as the starting URL and keep that in the queue. Now we will try 

to pull each and every node from the queue from that starting node and, if the search element is 

found, then take it as read and mark is as visited and go to next round. If there are no URLS 

available in this link, try to go for next alternate URL and this will be continues until the queue 

becomes empty[14]-[15]. 

1) Put the starting node (the root node) in the queue. 

          Example: HTTP://WWW.JNTUKRESULTS.EDU.IN  

2) Pull a node from the beginning of the queue and examine it.  

a) If the searched element is found in this node, quit the search and return a result.  

b) Otherwise push all the (so-far-unexamined) successors of this node into the end of the 

queue, if there are any.  

3) If the queue is empty, every node on the graph has been examined -- quit the search and 

return "not found".  

4) Repeat from step 2.  

In the above steps, the first step takes the main URL as the starting URL and it will then 

try to find out all the available hyper-links that are available from that starting node. Once the 

hyperlinks are identified then it will be immediately crawl that link and it will identify whether 

that link has some more sub urls or this is the leaf node. If that was the leaf node with no 

hyperlinks the process terminates, if not process continues till all nodes are visited and meet their 

leaf nodes. 

Now we will take an example about the BFS algorithm for crawling the web URLs.So let 

us discuss about that in detail: 

EXAMPLE OF BFS ALGORITHM 

Here in this section we mainly take the BFS algorithm for searching the web site.A web 

site mainly consists of web urls or web pages ,where each and every web page has its individual 
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functionality. So if we want to crawl the web site based on individual page traffic then we use 

various classes that are pre-defined in java [7] and of all these BFS is very important as the 

search of URLs is mainly done with the help of BFS.Now let us discuss about this in detail with 

following example as shown in figure 3. 

 

FIGURE 5.DENOTES THE  WORKING FLOW OF BFS ALGORITHM ON A SAMPLE 

WEB SITE  

From the above figure 5, we can find that there are total seven URLs in that web site, 

where the URLS are numbered with URL1, URL2 and so on to URL7.Here the BFS algorithm 

takes URL1 as the root or seed URL and from that URL, it will try to find the traffic that was 

available for each and every web page that was connected directly with main URL.Here we are 

having four parameters like Undiscovered, Discovered, Top of Queue and Finished as the 

parameters for crawling the URLS. Now we can discuss about each and every parameter in detail 

as follows. As we all know the BFS use queue as the storing medium ,here all the URLS are 

initially pushed into the queue and we will take each and every URL one at a time from queue 

and search the traffic of that URL and then apply the pop operation on that queue to perform the 

search exactly for one time[16]. As we are using the BFS algorithm it will not support  for back 

traversing ,hence the URLS once crawled from the list should be removed immediately from the 

queue as visited urls because to maintain the uniqueness in the searched URLS. Here initially 

each and every URL will be having the status as undiscovered, once if URL is visited then the 

URL is marked as visited or discovered. And once we try to visit each and every URL, we will 

try to find out the URL which is having highest traffic, so we will then add that URL at the top 

level so this is treated as top of queue and once all the URLs are crawled for single time then 

finally we will take the finished attribute, which tells all the URLs are crawled from the website. 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS OF OUR NOVEL SMART CRAWLER TOOL 

 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the proposed smart crawler tool and its result 

analysis. In our proposed thesis we developed the smart crawler tool on java platform with JSE 

as programming language. Here as a front end we used Java Swings and AWT as front end 

application design and as a back end we took internet connection having enough bandwidth 

connectivity for crawling the specified URLS asked by the web user. Here we can enter the 

search keyword as any valid URL that starts with HTTP and ends with any of the domain names 

like .EDU.IN, .COM, .ORG, .IN and so on. Here we can crawl only the http url’s but this 

proposed application cant able to crawl the Non SSL links that is against the government 

policies. 

 
SAMPLE WINDOW THAT REPRESENTS THE MAIN WINDOW 

 

 
 

From the above window we can clearly find out that user has a option to enter the valid 

web site address as input for the given application. The web site address should be start always 

with Http:// followed by WWW and it should end with any of the valid domain address.So in the 

above window we clearly found the web site address start with Http:// and we took GOOGLE as 

the web site address for verifying the individual page rank of Google web site and we choose 

CO.IN as the domain name for the given search URL.Now we can see what the URLS crawled 

for the given web site name. 

 

 
 

Here before we start crawling the given web site address, we can find out clearly the 

current status of the given tool. As we didn’t press on the crawl button so it shows that the 

progress of the current smart crawler tool is just at 0 percent and in the status bar it is telling that 
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“Enter the valid URL name in the URL text box for crawling the individual page rank for any 

web site” 

SAMPLE WINDOW THAT REPRESENTS THE PROCESSED OUTPUT 

 

 
 

From the above window we can clearly find out the crawled traffic of each and every 

individual pages that are available in Google.co.in.So from the above window we can clearly 

find out that Products/ico stood at the top one position from the Google web site and next to that 

link we found Google Advertising Programs as second link and then later Privacy and so on.In 

the last we found the Business Solutions as the last priority from Google.co.in web URL. 

 

After a deep analysis, if we look at each and every individual URL from the above 

window ,we did not find any single URL duplicated from the set of URL’s.As we are using BFS 

algorithm all the searched URL’s are crawled for only once and they didn’t repeated for multiple 

attempts for crawling. Hence our proposed application is very accurate in finding any web site 

page ranking based on its usage, but not based on overall page authority or age of that web site. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we finally designed a novel smart crawler tool for crawling of web pages 

based on individual page traffic. Here for implementing this new smart crawler tool we used the 

BFS as the search criteria for extracting the traffic of any web site based on individual page 

traffic. Also we used the frontier class as the major source for crawling the web site having a set 

of sub URLs.Now a days in order to get the priority or importance for any web site in google 

server, we mainly use google page ranking as the best source for providing the rank of each and 

every web site. Generally this ranking gives the count of total number of users who viewed the 
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web site from a certain period of time and the value that was displayed as the rank. This value 

will keep on change dynamically as the number of users who viewed the web site changes. The 

main motivation for doing this proposed paper a new smart crawler tool for extracting the web 

page ranking from a deep web sites is mainly because we are unable to find each and every 

individual web page priority in the current page ranking, only we can find the total page 

rank.After a deep analysis of our proposed model ,we finally came to a conclusion that this 

approach is best suited for crawling the web sites having no SSL protection enabled as they were 

still under HTTP Protocol access and can be easily crawled dynamically despite of its web site 

size and complexity. 
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